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Robert CZECHOWSKI*

Eugeniusz ROSO OWSKI*

ITC SYSTEM SECURITY IN THE CONTEXT

OF CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES

FOR ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY

In recent years, electric power systems, in order to improve their efficiency, are increasingly us-

ing the latest innovations in the field of information and communication technologies (ICT) starting

from wireless communication and fiber optics systems. Both used for industrial automation purposes

and complex data analysis. Those systems, year by year, have made use of more and more sophisti-

cated communication algorithms leading to automatic management of energy distribution process as

well as undertaking the system resuscitation tasks as a result of failure. The use of ICT communica-

tion equipment in electric power systems is certainly a big advantage, but it also entails some safety

issues. The traditional understanding of smart grid cyber security involves the general requirements

(placed on existing systems) as well as specific solutions for detection and intrusion prevention (for

individual parts of the system infrastructure). Implementation of security policy in management proc-

ess of the power system, with means of modern technical of digital information transmission, will in-

crease efficiency and reliability of those systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electric power systems are currently the highest priority organisms in the hierarchy

of state stability assurance. They are referred to as critical systems for a reason. Their

proper functioning, entailing production and distribution of electricity, has to be

backed by tested management solutions and, more importantly, by utilization of latest

technical solutions, not only in terms of business organization concept but also fitting

these networks with advanced control and measurement systems. Not so long ago,

communication of individual devices installed in a SCADA (Supervisory Control and

Data Acquisition) central system operator!s substations was done entirely based on
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serial communication by use of an often specific and dedicated infrastructure. Inter-

estingly enough, the initial expansion stage of these electronically advanced devices

included creation of many mutually incompatible standards along with unusual com-

munication interfaces. Producers used the interchangeably, which did not allow for

a single leading standard to spread, and, on top of that, they were wrongly convinced

that more advanced devices using closed protocols, the basis for their digital commu-

nication, would lead to standardization of their technology. An additional problem was

often limitations resulting from the protocols themselves, physical interfaces and lim-

ited cable length (supplied by the producer) used to connect and run these devices.

A few years ago, it was a very common practice to move data from one system to an-

other " usually by use of external storage media. That phenomenon was noticed by

companies specializing in production of unusual interface converters that made it pos-

sible to transmit signals via a transmission medium convenient to the operator. A defi-

nitely better solution which, despite of its simplicity, performed the function of indus-

trial automation remote administration tool was commonplace opening of backdoors

in the form of VPN (Virtual Private Network) tunnels. Not so long ago, in the scale of

digital technology development, a very popular program in industrial automation was

Real VNC (Virtual Network Computing) [1]. It was widely and recklessly used by

novice electrical power system administrators, which led to diminished security level,

not only automation and control systems, but also tele-information ones. It was often

forgotten (in a rush of emotions associated with the launch of the service) that utiliza-

tion of virtual tunnels comes with a certain degree of risk. On one hand, we acquire

remote control of a distant automation surveillance system, but on the other, that often

unsecured system becomes a proverbial gateway for people we would rather not have

access our network. Many people forgot to disable the possibility of communication with

programs from outside the local network, change the default communication ports or

limit communication of the technological process supervising station to a minimum by

way of traffic filtering or limiting the number and types of ports allowing for commu-

nication with a specific system interface. The above solution was very troublesome,

especially for those local businesses and companies whose control and measurement

stations were located all over the city (often distanced by several kilometers from each

other), an integration of those systems into a single, cohesive one, controlled from one

place, was no small challenge.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF TELE-INFORMATION

IN ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

Utilization and popularization of solutions from commonly understood tele-

informatics make the development of electrical power systems, in this regard, head in

a completely new direction. Their structure already resembles that of modern tele-
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information networks " ICT (Information and Communication Technologies). Consid-

erable development of information technologies (IT), especially tele-information net-

works with different scope and area of functionality (LAN, MAN, WLAN and

WWAN networks) will allow for fully automatic and remote control of control and

measurement systems. Additionally, development of such areas as complex networks

will allow control systems for autonomous decision making based on current events

and pre-defined rules. A different issue, also being another direction for development

of Smart Power Grids (SPG), is not only data analysis but also data mining [2]. Such

a process will provide the electric power system operator with completely new infor-

mation they would not be able to see in a traditional electric power system model.

Skillful utilization of this information will allow for not only accurate knowledge and

understanding of one!s own network!s operational logic, but also some real benefits:

decreased energy consumption during peak hours, decreased losses due to automated

energy balance and increased security of the energy transfer itself. Utilization of IT

technologies will contribute to more efficient management of these networks. Unfor-

tunately, their ill-conceived utilization might lead to serious consequences and comes

with increased risk of susceptibility to cyber-attacks [3]. Because of variable data

transmission media, specific services and complex network architecture, security

functions should be considered with multiple layers in mind [4]. It is worth to take

note that today!s implementation of Smart Grids, because of its specific nature, might

attract potential attackers for two reasons. Firstly, it is a critical network fitted with

hundreds of devices operating based on the same principles. It allows for multiple

reuse of broken security protocols and system vulnerabilities, which makes a potential

attack all the more alluring. Secondly, a modern large network can be challenge po-

tential attackers would like to undertake, e.g. to test their abilities. There is a reason IT

network administrators are commonly convinced that there is no IT network no one

would like to attack. To sum up, utilization of latest tele-information solutions is one

of the most effective ways to assure increased effectiveness of electric power systems.

It is especially important in heavily urbanized areas with relatively short distances

between individual substations.

Fig. 1. A conceptual model of a smart grid security system components
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Utilization of smart automated devices in networks with dense structures will allow

for choosing the best from among available decisions, which can be hard to achieve in

suburban and rural systems because of the lack of alternative routes or the need to

disconnect large portions of networks. A quite important reason for which such a so-

lution will be viable in the future only in the largest cities is protection of a large

group of energy consumers situated within a relatively small area from consequences

of a failure, where a long service downtime would entail serious consequences. It does

not mean that energy consumers from suburban and rural areas should feel discrimi-

nated due to being deprived of such solutions. System distributors have prepared dif-

ferent energy provision solutions for them.

3. TASKS OF SMART AUTOMATION

Rapid development of electric power systems, in the perspective of their utilization

in urban agglomerations, makes it so that security automation should be looked at not

only in terms of security devices and intended functions, but of whole security sys-

tems. It is not always an easy task, especially from the perspective of possessed fund-

ing and expected security level. A properly designed security system will allow to

react to not only all possible disturbances resulting from the nature of power electric

system functionality, but also to intentionally initiated external incidents. Correctly

and skillfully configured control and measurement devices can reliably take corrective

action. The idea of such a solution is installation, within the network!s structure, de-

vices that will automatically communicate with each other and make the best deci-

sions, adequate to a situation at hand. The most important function of smart security

automation systems is automatically cutting off a compact line segment and restoring

the rest of the system to the normal loss. In short, such devices must possess decision-

making logic sufficiently complex to be able to take action in order to mitigate failure

consequences in a relatively short time and based on information gathered from the

immediate surroundings. Additional function of such a system is transfer and registra-

tion of all statistical information and event history to the SCADA operator. One

should remember, however, that not even the most advanced logistical programs can

ever replace a human, so the highest priority device in the system sends queries to the

SCADA system and awaits the system operator!s decision.

Electric power security automation can be divided into three groups: elimination

automation, prevention automation and restitution automation. The goal of elimination

automation is to prevent the spread of a failure!s consequences by means of quick and

selective elimination of damaged elements of the electric power system. Prevention

automation performs an equally important task which is detecting and reporting po-

tential threats and anomalies appearing during normal system operation. A threat

might be both overloaded individual system elements and unbalanced active or reac-
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tive power in the system. The third kind of automation is restitution automation the

task of which is the fastest possible power provision to consumers after a damaged

system fragment is shut down. The basic features of security automation are: reliabil-

ity, selectivity, speed and sensitivity. Such a solution allows for relatively quick resto-

ration of power, and the simple implementation, flexibility and ease of configuration

due to decentralized automation allow for fast decision-making with no need for coop-

eration with SCADA/DMS systems. Smart automation devices can significantly de-

crease the time to restore power and energy availability in cable distribution networks.

In case of a short circuit, they independently isolate one disturbed area and quickly

restore power in the network areas unaffected by the short circuit (Fig. 2). The dis-

patcher is only informed about the short circuit or other system failure, but the auto-

mation systems do not await the operator!s answer. Instead, they automatically com-

municate with each other in order to find the short-circuited area, isolate it and restore

power in the network areas unaffected by the short circuit.

Fig. 2. Exemplary events in the form of short-circuited/damaged electric power lines

Another necessary element of modern electromagnetic systems is a central enter-

prise resource planning (ERP) system. Such a system, along with SCADA and control

and measurement systems, is the basis of modern smart grid systems! functionality [5].

An electric power system!s communication system is composed of a transmitter and

a receiver, which is interchangeably in the form of security automation devices and

communication channels. Utilized media type and network topology provide various

levels of communication speed, security, reliability and resilience to external distur-
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bances (Fig. 3). There are several types of communication media such as: radio sys-

tems, Ethernet, fiber optics, serial connectors or increasingly used communication by

means of existing power lines " PLC (Power Line Communication). Each of the men-

tioned media has its own flaws and benefits, their utilization should take into account

the potential effect and has to be adequate to specific cases.

Fig. 3. A conceptual image of security automation communication within a Smart Grid

Communication protocols, being the basis for communication of all tele-in-

formation systems, are a collection of rules which allow different manufacturers! de-

vices to communicate with each other. Communication protocols are responsible

solely for establishing and controlling network communication, they also set the rules

of data representation and are used for error detection and device authentication in

tele-information networks. Communication protocols can be divided into two groups.

The first one comprises of protocols based on physical protocols, and the second one

" with layer protocols. Protocols based on physical protocols have been developed to

ensure compatibility between devices offered by different producers, they allow for

data transmission at a certain distance (not just locally). The electronics industry asso-

ciation (EIA) has developed universal protocols like RS232, RS422, RS423 and

RS485 which are commonly utilized in data transmission. Moreover, these protocols,

based on physical ones, are also included in the #physical layer$ in the open system

interconnection (OSI) model. Communication by means of layer protocols is also ac-

counted for in the OSI model by the International Organization for Standardization

(ISO).

All objects in a modern electric power network, from security automation devices

to managed switches and routers, operate within a complicated communication struc-

ture, most commonly based on the TCP/IP protocol. Such a structure, or more pre-

cisely topology, is very varied: from simple serial communication protocols to ad-

vanced tele-information networks such as Ethernet networks or WWAN (Wireless

Wide Area Network). Information exchange, depending on the degree of implementa-

tion of a device within the network, is performed on many levels of physical topology,
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where each level can make use of different technologies (serial and Ethernet connec-

tions " MAN networks, fiber and wireless networks " WAN and WWAN). When

talking about the issue of communication, one cannot forget the very important matter

of security. Generally speaking, all technical means of detection and prevention of

digital threats, ensuring security (of hardware and software), are tasked with protect-

ing the operator!s system from unauthorized access to the devices. It concerns all de-

vices, not just at stations, but also in all network segments used by the operator. From

the perspective of a potential intrusion, particularly dangerous processes are data

transmission, modification or intentional destruction, or DoS (Denial of Service) at-

tacks. It is especially important when networks aimed at control of automation devices

go outside the physical boundaries of the operator-controlled area. So-called security

procedures (security policy) are often omitted in discussions about security.

4. SMART ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS! SECURITY

With the introduction of smart grids, the importance of assuring security for the

energy sector grew due to rapid development of IT technologies and telecommunica-

tion infrastructures. That is why one should not forget about the security of IT system

and information aimed at controlling increasingly varied control and measurement

devices. Adequate protection should be considered as early as the design phase. Digi-

tal security must cover not only intentional attacks by e.g. disgruntled employees,

corporate spies or terrorists, but also accidental endangerment of information infra-

structure caused by human errors, equipment failures of natural disasters. Thus, cre-

ated system vulnerabilities may allow the attacker to gain access into the network and

control software and consequently to alter the network!s load conditions in order to

destabilize it.

Transformation of the current network structure into a smart grid necessitates

a number of new security solutions borrowed from already utilized solutions, e.g. from

baking systems or public administration. Typical problems of today!s IT include

hacking, data theft or even cyberterrorism, which will sooner or later also affect elec-

tric power grids. Implementation of smart grids by means of installation of remote

reading meters, electronic network elements, construction of new IT systems with

energy consumption data causes power engineers many entirely new security-related

problems. A complex system of multilayered security requires an overall concept of

ensuring information security.

Security in Smart Grid can be divided into three groups:

a) by the continuity and security of services:

" ensuring continued electrical energy supply at a contractually guaranteed level,

binding the supplier and customer (it also concerns cases of bidirectional en-

ergy transfer " smart grids with the participation of prosumer),
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" ensuring confidentiality of information on clients and security of statistical

data generated by them, such as #consumption amount$, time of the greatest

energy demand or its total absence,

" security related to energy distribution management process, and telemetry

and personal data protection in datacenters;

b) by security class:

" protection from unauthorized access to digital data transmission media and

physical security of devices in intermediate stations,

" protection of end-use telemetric devices from unauthorized access, transmis-

sion disruption or complete lock of their activities,

" analytical optimization models and decision-making processes;

c) by policy:

" data access policy " user authorization, permission management,

" management security policy " investment processes! principles and rules,

" system security policy " reaction to incidents, managing confidential infor-

mation like passwords, cryptographic keys.

Migration of the current electric power grid model to that of a smart grid entails in-

creasingly more direct investment of IT and telecommunication sectors. These sectors

possess already existing cyber security standards that address system vulnerabilities,

as well as software aimed at detection of known and potentially dangerous system

vulnerabilities. The very same vulnerabilities should be assessed in the context of

smart grid infrastructure. Moreover, smart grids will be characterized by additional

weaknesses caused by their complexity, large number of shareholders and their opera-

tional requirements being time-sensitive.

Traditional understanding of cybersecurity assumes that it!s a kind of protection

that requires ensuring confidentiality, integrity and availability of an electronic infor-

mation communication system. When discussing smart electric power grids, the defi-

nition of cybersecurity has to be made more extensive. Cybersecurity of smart grids

encompasses both technologies and processes of energy systems and cybernetic sys-

tems, in operation and management of IT and power systems. These technologies and

related processes assure security adequate to maintain confidentiality, integrity and

availability of smart grid cybernetic infrastructure, like control systems, security, sen-

sors and actuators.

The general strategy for smart grid security assumes both common requirements

and specific ones for individual infrastructure portions. The main task of a cybersecu-

rity strategy should be prevention. Nonetheless, reaction and restoration strategies

should also be developed in case of a cybernetic attack on an electric power system.

Implementation of cybersecurity strategy requires definition and utilization of

a general smart grid security risk assessment process. Risk is probability of an un-

desirable incident or event, as well as related consequences. This type of risk is

a component of organizational risk. Organizational risk can entail many types of
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risk (like investment, budgetary, program management, legal responsibility, secu-

rity, inventory and information systems-related risks). The process of smart grid risk

assessment is based on existing risk assessment means developed by the private and

public sectors, and includes identification of consequences, susceptibility to attacks

and threats in order to assess the smart grid-related risk. Because Smart Grids entail

systems from the IT, telecommunication and energy sectors, the risk assessment

process concerns all three sectors and their interaction with smart grids and smart

metering.

Generally speaking, the priority goals of IT system security measures include con-

fidentiality, integrity and availability. In industrial control systems, along with power

systems, the security priorities are first availability, then integrity and confidentiality.

Availability is the most important goal of cybersecurity.

Availability-related time delay in modern Smart Systems can be varied:

" 4 ms for protective relaying,

" sub-seconds for transmission wide-area situational structure monitoring,

" seconds for substation and feeder supervisory control and data acquisition

(SCADA),

" minutes for monitoring non-critical equipment and some market pricing infor-

mation,

" hours for meter reading and longer term market pricing information,

" days/weeks/months for collecting long-term data such as power quality infor-

mation.

Integrity for power system operations includes assurance that:

" data has not been modified without authorization,

" source of data is authenticated,

" timestamp associated with the data is known and authenticated,

" quality of data is known and authenticated.

Confidentiality is the least critical for power system reliability. However, confi-

dentiality is becoming more important, particularly with the increasing availability of

customer information online:

" privacy of customer information,

" electric market information,

" general corporate information, such as payroll, internal strategic planning,

etc.

In its broadest sense, cyber security for the power industry covers all issues in-

volving automation and communications that affect the operation of electric power

systems and the functioning of the utilities that manage them. This includes the

goals of preventing, preparing for, protecting against, mitigating, responding to,

and recovering from cyber events. In the power industry, the focus has been on

implementing equipment that can improve power system reliability. Until recently,

communications and IT equipment were typically seen as supporting power system
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reliability. However, increasingly these sectors are becoming more critical to the

reliability of the power system. One of the more interesting examples that could

help to understand the importance of information transfer efficiency and security

for proper electric power system functionality is the system failure from August

14, 2003. Initially small negligence by one of the system operators and the fol-

lowing unfortunate combination of events led to the biggest blackout in the history

of the United States. The failure led to a shutdown of 265 power plants (531 power

units) in the USA and Canada [6]. Interestingly enough, the on-going and cascad-

ing failures were primarily due to problems in providing the right information to

the right place within the right time. Also, the IT infrastructure failures were not

due to any terrorist or Internet hacker attack; the failures were caused by inadver-

tent events (mistakes), lack of key alarms, and poor design. Therefore, inadvertent

compromises must also be addressed and the focus must be an all-hazards ap-

proach.

These hazard most commonly include:

" manmade deliberate threat " incidents that are either enabled or deliberately

caused by human beings with malicious intent, e.g., disgruntled employees,

hackers, nation-states, organized crime, terrorists, and industrial spies,

" manmade unintentional threat " focuses on incidents that are enabled or caused

by human beings without malicious intent, e.g., careless users and opera-

tors/administrators that bypass the security controls,

" natural threat " focuses on non-manmade incidents caused by biological, geo-

logical, seismic, hydrologic, or meteorological conditions or processes in the

natural environment, e.g., earthquakes, floods, fires, and hurricanes.

Providing energy by means of a smart grid includes flow of information allowing

for continuous demand monitoring and demand control by means of influencing en-

ergy receivers. It will allow for flexible demand shaping and adjustment of supply to

the daily demand. In combination with increasingly often utilized energy-efficient

building solutions, devices and technological processes, it results in increased energy

efficiency on a large scale and reduction of important risk factors " unstable energy

balance and low energy efficiency.

Actions to be taken by 2030 for improvement of energy efficiency and develop-

ment of competitive fuel and energy markets, provided for in the Polish Energy

Policy, include particularly:

" implementation of demand side management techniques stimulated by daily

variation of electric energy prices resulting from introduction of intraday

market and transfer of price signals to receivers by means of electronic me-

ters,

" abolition of limitations related to changing the provider by introduction of na-

tion-wide norms concerning technical prices, installation and reading of elec-

tronic energy meters [7].
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5. CONCLUSION

An important advantage of a Smart Power Grid is its ability to integrate with an

existing energy system in order to intensify development of, among others, distributed

generation, connection of renewable energy sources, introduction of energy storage

systems and increase energy efficiency, and ultimately realization of the EU climate

and energy package!s goals [8]. Large-scale introduction of the Smart Grid will initi-

ate changes in the current energy consumption patterns, both for individual (consum-

ers and households) and collective (public utilities) entities. Despite many concerns

about grid modernization, better and more directed grid management will contribute to

its increased security, which will directly translate into cheaper exploitation and in-

creased service quality.
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